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Abstract
The set of chambers of a real hyperplane arrangement may be ordered by
separation from some fixed chamber. When this poset is a lattice, Bjo¨rner,
Edelman, and Ziegler proved that the chambers are in natural bijection with
the biconvex sets of the arrangement. Two families of examples of arrangements
with a lattice of chambers are simplicial and supersolvable arrangements. For
these arrangements, we prove the that the chambers correspond to biclosed
sets, a weakening of the biconvex property.
1 Introduction
The inversion set of a permutation of {1, . . . , n} is the collection of pairs {i, j}, 1 ≤
i < j ≤ n such that j precedes i in the permutation. Inversion sets of permutations
are characterized as those collections I of 2-element subsets of {1, . . . , n} for which
• if {i, j} and {j, k} are in I then {i, k} is in I, and
• if {i, j} and {j, k} are not in I then {i, k} is not in I,
for 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n.
This characterization of inversion sets may be interpreted geometrically. A finite
central arrangement of hyperplanes in Rn determines a complete fan of polyhedral
cones, whose maximal cones are called chambers. A permutation σ of {1, . . . , n}
corresponds to the chamber
cσ = {x ∈ R
n : xσ(1) < · · · < xσ(n)}
of Anbraid, the arrangement of hyperplanes in R
n defined by the equations xi = xj for
i 6= j. The inversion set of a permutation σ may be identified with the separation set
S(cσ), the set of hyperplanes separating cσ from cid. A subset I of an arrangement A
is biclosed with respect to a chamber c0 if I∩A
′ is the set of hyperplanes separating c0
from some chamber ofA′ for every rank 2 subarrangement A′. By the characterization
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Figure 1: (left) An arrangement of three lines (center) Poset of chambers (right) Poset of 2-closed subsets.
of inversion sets, a subset I of Anbraid is the separation set of some chamber if and only
if I is biclosed with respect to cid. More generally, the elements of a finite Coxeter
group W correspond to biclosed subsets of its standard reflection arrangement A(W )
([7]; see also the appendix of [18]). We prove this fact for a more general class of
arrangements, which we recall in Sections 5 and 6.
Theorem 1.1 Let A be a simplicial or supersolvable arrangement with fundamental
chamber c0. For I ⊆ A, I is biclosed if and only if I is the separation set of some
chamber.
A hyperplane arrangement A with a fundamental chamber determines a convex
geometry on A, which we recall in Section 3 (see [3, Proposition 5.1]). The chambers
of A form a poset P(A, c0) where c ≤ d if S(c) ⊆ S(d); see Figure 1. If A is
the standard reflection arrangement of a finite Coxeter group W , then this poset is
isomorphic to the weak order on W . Bjo¨rner proved that the weak order of a finite
Coxeter group is a lattice [4]. Bjo¨rner, Edelman and Ziegler proved that if P(A, c0)
is a lattice, then the chambers of A are in bijection with biconvex subsets of A [3,
Theorem 5.5]. Furthermore, for chambers c and d the separation set of c ∨ d is the
convex closure of S(c) ∪ S(d).
A subset I of an arrangement A with a fundamental chamber is 2-closed if I ∩A′
is convex for every rank 2 subarrangement A′ of A. By reduction to the rank 2
case, I is biclosed if and only if both I and A − I are 2-closed. The 2-closure is
typically weaker than convex closure and seldom defines a convex geometry, even
for reflection arrangements [18, Theorem 1(c)]. However, the two operators do agree
for the reflection arrangements of types A or B [18, Theorem 1(b)], [24], where the
convex closure may be interpreted as a transitive closure for posets or signed posets,
respectively (see [22]). Stembridge determined the relative strength of various r-
closures on reflection arrangements by computing their set of irreducible circuits,
a special collection of circuits that suffices to compute the convex closure (see [24,
Proposition 1.1] for a precise statement).
Even though the 2-closure is generally weaker than convex closure, Dyer proved
for finite reflection arrangements that S(c ∨ d) is the 2-closure of S(c) ∪ S(d) for
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chambers c and d ([10, Theorem 1.5]). We prove an analogue of this result for certain
hyperplane arrangements. The bineighborly property will be recalled in Section 5.
Theorem 1.2 Let A be a bineighborly or supersolvable arrangement with fundamen-
tal chamber c0. If c and d are chambers of A, then S(c ∨ d) is the 2-closure of
S(c) ∪ S(d).
We would like to know whether the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 may be replaced
by a suitable lattice property of P(A, c0). In separate work, we proved that an
arrangement A is bineighborly if and only if its chamber poset is a semidistributive
lattice [17, Theorem 4.2]. Semidistributivity was shown previously for the weak order
of a finite Coxeter group by Le Conte de Poly-Barbut [16] and for chamber posets of
simplicial arrangements by Reading [19, Theorem 3].
Reading proved that the poset of chambers of a supersolvable arrangement is
a congruence-normal lattice [19, Theorem 1]. However, not all congruence-normal
chamber lattices satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 1.2. For example, if A is a generic
arrangement of four planes in R3 with a simplicial fundamental chamber c0, then
P(A, c0) is a congruence-normal lattice for which the 2-closure of the walls of c0 is
not the separation set of any chamber.
The set of reduced words of a Coxeter group element w may be identified with
maximal chains of the interval [e, w] of the weak order. A reduced gallery between
chambers c0 and c of an arrangement A is a maximal chain in the interval [c0, c] of
P(A, c0). A maximal chain in P(A, c0) induces a total order on A. We call a total
order on A admissible if its restriction to A′ defines a reduced gallery for all rank 2
subarrangements A′ of A.
If W is a (possibly infinite) Coxeter group, then an admissible total ordering of
A(W ) is called a reflection order or convex order. When W is finite, there is a well-
known correspondence between reflection orders and reduced words for the longest
element. When W is infinite, the collections of biclosed sets and reflections orders are
not completely understood; see [10] or [11] for conjectures and recent progress. If W
is a Weyl group, a slightly different definition of convex order is used. In this setting,
convex orders for affine Weyl groups were classified by Ito [14].
The set of reduced galleries between a fixed pair of chambers forms a graph where
two galleries are adjacent if one gallery may be obtained from the other by “flip-
ping” about a codimension 2 intersection subspace. The graph of reduced galleries
was shown to be connected in successively greater generality by Tits [25], Deligne
[9], Salvetti [23], and Cordovil-Moreira [8]. The graph of reduced galleries between
opposite chambers has further topological connectivity (see [5]) as well as further
graph-theoretic connectivity (see [1] or [2]).
More recently, the diameter of some reduced gallery graphs of supersolvable ar-
rangements were computed by Reiner and Roichman [21, Theorem 1.1]. Namely, if c0
is incident to a modular flag of A, then the graph of reduced galleries between c0 and
−c0 has diameter equal to the number of codimension 2 intersection subspaces of A.
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In particular, the graph of reduced words for the longest element in types An and Bn
have diameter in O(n4). A key step in their proof relied on an unproven assumption,
which we justify here by proving the following result.
Theorem 1.3 Let A be an arrangement with fundamental chamber c0 for which every
biclosed set is the separation set of some chamber.
1. A total order on A is admissible if and only if there exists a reduced gallery
from c0 to −c0 inducing that order.
2. Let r be a reduced gallery and X is a codimension 2 subspace. If the total order
defined by r contains all of the hyperplanes of AX consecutively, then there
exists a reduced gallery with the same total order as r with the hyperplanes in
AX reversed.
The paper is structured as follows. We recall some notation and fundamental
results on real hyperplane arrangements in Section 2, following the notation of [6].
We recall some facts about biclosed sets in Section 3. We discuss reduced galleries
and set-valued metrics on graphs in Section 4 and prove Theorem 1.3. In Section 5,
we prove Theorem 1.1 for simplicial arrangements and Theorem 1.2 for bineighborly
arrangements. We prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 for supersolvable arrangements in
Section 6, and indicate the use of Theorem 1.3 in the diameter computation of the
reduced gallery graph.
2 Chamber Posets
A poset is a set with a reflexive, symmetric, and transitive binary relation. A lattice
is a poset for which every pair of elements x, y has a least upper bound x ∨ y and a
greatest lower bound x∧ y. The join (meet) of a finite subset A of a lattice, denoted∨
A (
∧
A), is the common least upper bound (greatest lower bound) of the elements
of A. If x ≤ y, the closed interval [x, y] is the set of z ∈ P with x ≤ z ≤ y. If x < y,
we say y covers x if there does not exist z for which x < z < y.
Lemma 2.1 ([3], Lemma 2.1) Let P be a finite poset. If x ∨ y exists whenever x
and y both cover a common element, then P is a lattice.
A real, central hyperplane arrangement A is a finite set of (oriented) hyperplanes
in Rn whose common intersection contains the origin. Each hyperplane H partitions
Rn − H into two open half spaces, denoted H+ and H−. For x ∈ {0,+,−}A, if⋂
H∈AH
x(H) is nonempty, then
⋂
H∈AH
x(H) is a face of A and x is a covector of A.
We identify faces with their covectors when convenient. For x, y ∈ {0,+,−}A, the
composite x ◦ y is the sign vector where for H ∈ A
(x ◦ y)(H) =
{
x(H) if x(H) 6= 0
y(H) if x(H) = 0
.
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The set of sign vectors {0,+,−}A is given the product order where 0 < +, 0 < −,
and + is incomparable with −. For x, y ∈ {0,+,−}A, y is incident to x if x ≤ y. A
circuit v ∈ {0,+,−}A is a minimal sign vector such that
⋂
H∈A
v(H)6=0
Hv(H) is empty.
The set L(A) of covectors of an arrangement A satisfy
(L0) 0 ∈ L,
(L1) x ∈ L implies −x ∈ L,
(L2) x, y ∈ L implies x ◦ y ∈ L, and
(L3) if x, y ∈ L, H ∈ A with x(H) = −y(H), then there exists z ∈ L such that
z(H) = 0 and z(H ′) = (x ◦ y)(H ′) for H ′ ∈ A with (x ◦ y)(H ′) = (y ◦ x)(H ′).
For a finite set E, a subset of {0,+,−}E satisfying (L0)-(L3) is the set of covectors
of an oriented matroid. All of the results in this paper have analogues for oriented
matroids, but we stick with the language of hyperplane arrangements.
We let T (A) denote the set of chambers, the maximal faces of A. The walls W(c)
of a chamber c is the set of hyperplanes in A incident to c. Given two chambers
c, c′ ∈ T (A), the separation set S(c, c′) is the set of hyperplanes in A separating c
and c′; that is, H ∈ S(c, c′) if (c◦c′)(H) 6= (c′◦c)(H). Given a chamber c0 ∈ T (A), the
poset of chambers P(A, c0) is an ordering on T (A) where c ≤ c
′ if S(c0, c) ⊆ S(c0, c
′).
The distinguished chamber c0 is called the fundamental chamber. If a fundamental
chamber c0 is given, we let S(c) denote the separation set S(c0, c). The intersection
lattice L(A) is the set of intersection subspaces of A ordered by reverse inclusion.
The set Lk(A) of rank k elements of L(A) consists of all codimension k intersection
subspaces of A. The affine span x 7→
⋂
{H ∈ A : x(H) = 0} of a face x ∈ L(A)
defines an order-reversing map L(A)→ L(A). For X ∈ L(A), the restriction AX is
the arrangement
{H ∩X : H ∈ A, H + X}
of hyperplanes in X . If X ∈ L(A), the localization AX is the subarrangement of
hyperplanes containing X . For A′ ⊆ A, the restriction x|A′ of a covector x of A
to A′ defines a surjective map L(A) → L(A′). Restriction also defines a surjective,
order-preserving map of chamber posets P(A, c0) → P(A
′, (c0)|A′). For X ∈ L(A)
we let cX denote c|AX
Proposition 2.2 (see [12]) Let A be an arrangement with a fundamental chamber
c0.
1. If X ∈ L(A), x ∈ L(A) with x−1(0) = AX , then the set of chambers incident to
x forms an interval [x ◦ c0, x ◦ (−c0)] of P(A, c0) isomorphic to P(AX , (c0)X).
2. P(A, c0) is a bounded, graded poset with rank function c 7→ |S(c0, c)|.
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3. For c, c′ ∈ T (A), if W(c) ⊆ S(c, c′) then c′ = −c.
Combining parts 1 and 3 of Proposition 2.2, we deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 2.3 Let A be an arrangement with fundamental chamber c0 and covector
x. Then the join ∨
{d ∈ P(A, c0)| d covers x ◦ c0}
exists and is equal to x ◦ (−c0).
This corollary with Lemma 2.1 implies the following.
Corollary 2.4 Let A be an arrangement with fundamental chamber c0. If c is inci-
dent to H ∩ H ′ for all chambers c and hyperplanes H,H ′ ∈ S(c,−c0) ∩ W(c), then
P(A, c0) is a lattice.
The chambers of an arrangement completely determine its oriented matroid struc-
ture. Mandel proved that a sign vector x ∈ {0,+,−}E is a covector of an oriented
matroid with tope set T if and only if x ◦ c is in T for all c ∈ T (see [6, Theorem
4.2.13]). We give a variation of this result.
Theorem 2.5 A chamber c ∈ T (A) is incident to X ∈ L(A) if and only if for
Y ∈ L(AX) there exists a chamber c
′ such that S(c, c′) = AY whenever Y is incident
to cX .
Proof: Assume c is incident toX , and let x ∈ L(A) such that x−1(0) = AX , x ≤ c.
The chamber x ◦ (−c) satisfies S(c, x ◦ (−c)) = AX . Since the interval [c, x ◦ (−c)] is
isomorphic to P(AX , cX), any wall of cX is a wall of c.
Now assume for Y ∈ L(AX) there exists a chamber c
′ such that S(c, c′) = AY
whenever cX is incident to Y . We prove that c is incident to X by induction on the
codimension of X . By the inductive hypothesis, c is incident to Y if Y ∈ L(AX) and
cX is incident to Y .
Let c′ be the chamber with S(c, c′) = AX and let H ∈ W(c
′) ∩ AX . If H = X ,
then we are done by (L3). Thus we assume that the codimension of X is at least 2.
Since H is a wall of c′X , it is a wall of cX . By the inductive hypothesis, the chamber
c is incident to H .
Let Y ∈ L((AH)X), Y 6= H . If Y 6= X , there exists a chamber d ∈ T (A)
such that S(c, d) = AY and d is incident to H . Hence, the chamber d
H satisfies
S(cH , dH) = (AH)Y . If Y = X , then S(c
H , (c′)H) = AX . By the inductive hypothesis
cH is incident to X . Hence, c is incident to X .
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3 Biclosed Sets
If E is a finite set, a closure operator on subsets of E is a map I 7→ I such that for
I, J ⊆ E,
1. I ⊆ I,
2. I = I, and
3. I ⊆ J implies I ⊆ J .
A subset I of E is closed if I = I. A closure operator is anti-exchange if for closed
subsets I and a, b ∈ E − I, a 6= b, the element a is not in I ∪ {b} whenever b is in
I ∪ {a}; see [13] for many examples. A typical example of an anti-exchange closure
is the convex closure on a finite set of points in Rn. We describe a disguised form of
this closure operator.
Definition 3.1 Let A be an arrangement with fundamental chamber c0, and let I ⊆
A.
• I is a separable set if there exists a chamber c ∈ T (A) with I = S(c).
• I is convex if for H ∈ A − I there exists a chamber c with H ∈ S(c) and
S(c) ⊆ A− I.
• I is 2-closed if for X ∈ L2(A) the set I ∩AX is convex in AX with fundamental
chamber (c0)X .
• The convex closure ( 2-closure) of I is the smallest convex (2-closed) set con-
taining I.
• I is biconvex (biclosed) if I and A \ I are both convex (2-closed).
Since A− S(c) = S(−c) holds for c ∈ T (A), separable sets are biconvex. If A′ is
a subarrangement of A and I is convex in A, then I ∩A′ is convex in A′. We deduce
the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2 (see [15], Section 2.1) If I is a separable set, then I is biconvex.
If I is convex, then I is 2-closed. In particular, separable sets are biclosed.
If A is of rank 2, then separable, biconvex, and biclosed sets coincide. Unlike the
biconvex property, we prove that the biclosed property does not depend on the choice
of a fundamental chamber.
Lemma 3.3 Let A be a hyperplane arrangement with chambers c0, c ∈ T (A), and let
I ⊆ A. The set I is biclosed with respect to c0 if and only if I △ S(c0, c) is biclosed
with respect to c.
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Proof: Assume I is biclosed with respect to c0 and let X ∈ L2(A). Since I ∩AX
is biclosed in AX with respect to (c0)X , there exists a chamber d ∈ T (AX) such that
S((c0)X , d) = I ∩AX . We have
S(cX , d) = S((c0)X , d) △ S((c0)X , cX) = (I △ S(c0, c)) ∩AX .
Hence, I △ S(c0, c) is biclosed with respect to c.
Lemma 3.4 If c, d ∈ P(A, c0) such that c ≤ d, then S(c, d) is convex.
Proof: Since c ≤ d, the arrangement A has a partition into three disjoint subsets
S(c0, c), S(c, d), and S(d,−c0). Since S(c0, c) = S(c) and S(d,−c0) = S(−d), every
hyperplane in A− S(c, d) is either in S(c) or S(d).
Definition 3.1 has a polar dual analogue. Given an oriented hyperplane H in a real
vector space V , let vH ∈ V
∗ be the unit vector with v−1H (R>0) = H
+. The association
H 7→ vH defines a correspondence between (oriented) real central hyperplane arrange-
ments and configurations of unit vectors. Separable, convex, and 2-closed subsets of
an acyclic vector configuration are usually defined as in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5 Let I be a subset of hyperplanes of an arrangement A with funda-
mental chamber c0. Assume c0(H) = + for all H ∈ A.
1. I is a separable set if and only if there does not exist a circuit v ∈ {0,+,−}A
such that v−1(+) ⊆ I and v−1(−) ⊆ A− I.
2. I is convex if and only if there does not exist a circuit v ∈ {0,+,−}A such that
v−1(+) ⊆ I, v−1(−) ⊆ A− I and |v−1(−)| = 1.
3. I is 2-closed if and only if there does not exist a circuit v ∈ {0,+,−}A such
that v−1(+) ⊆ I, v−1(−) ⊆ A− I, |v−1(−)| = 1, and |v−1(+)| = 2.
Proof: (1) For c ∈ {+,−}A, the intersection
⋂
H∈AH
c(H) is nonempty if and only
if
⋂
H∈A′ H
c(H) is nonempty for all subarrangements A′ of A. Hence, a sign vector
c is a chamber if and only if there does not exist a circuit v ∈ {0,+,−}A such that
c|v−1({+,−}) equals v|v−1({+,−}).
(2) The set I is convex in A if and only if I is convex in I ∪{H} for all H ∈ A− I.
For H ∈ A, I is convex in I ∪ {H} if and only if there exists a chamber c of I ∪ {H}
such that S(c0|I∪{H}, c) = {H}, which holds if and only if I is separable in I ∪ {H}.
The statement follows from part (1).
(3) The set I is 2-closed in A if and only if I ∩AX is convex in AX for X ∈ L2(A).
By part (2), this holds if and only if there does not exist a circuit v of AX such that
v−1(+) ⊆ I, v−1(−) ⊆ A − I, |v−1(−) = 1| for X ∈ L2(A). But a circuit of A has
three elements if and only if it is a circuit of AX for some X ∈ L2(A).
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4 Galleries
For chambers c, c′ ∈ T (A), a reduced gallery from c to c′ is a saturated chain c0 <
· · · < ct of P(A, c) with c = c0 and c
′ = ct. A reduced gallery from c to c
′ is incident to
a subspace X ∈ L(A) if there exists x ∈ L(A), x−1(0) = AX such that the chambers
x ◦ c and x ◦ (−c) are both in the gallery. If r = c0, . . . , ct is a reduced gallery, we let
rX denote the reduced gallery (c0)X , . . . , (ct)X in AX . For reduced galleries r, r
′ from
c to c′, the L2-separation set L2(r, r
′) is the set of codimension 2 subspaces for which
rX 6= r
′
X .
Proposition 4.1 If r is a reduced gallery from c to c′ and X a codimension 2 in-
tersection subspace, then there exists a reduced gallery r′ such that L2(r, r
′) = {X} if
and only if r is incident to X.
Proof: Assume r is incident to X . Let x ∈ L(A) with x−1(0) = AX such that x◦c
and x ◦ (−c) are chambers in r. By Proposition 2.2(1), the interval [x ◦ c, x ◦ (−c)] of
P(A, c) is isomorphic to P(AX , cX). Since AX is of rank 2, the interval [x◦c, x◦(−c)]
has two maximal chains.
Let r′ be the symmetric difference of r with the open interval (x◦c, x◦(−c)). Then
r′ is a reduced gallery from c to c′ such that X ∈ L2(r, r
′). Let Y ∈ L2(A), Y 6= X .
Since every hyperplane in S(x ◦ c, x ◦ (−c)) contains X , the localized arrangement
AY contains at most one hyperplane of S(x ◦ c, x ◦ (−c)). Hence, dY = (x ◦ c)Y or
dY = x ◦ (−c)Y for d ∈ [x ◦ c, x ◦ (−c)], so L2(r, r
′) = {X}.
Now assume r′ is a reduced gallery from c to c′ such that L2(r, r
′) = {X}. Let d
be the largest chamber common to r and r′ for which r≤d = r
′
≤d. Let H and H
′ be
the upper walls of d crossed by r and r′. Since r and r′ are separated by H ∩ H ′,
both H and H ′ contain X . Let x ∈ {0,+,−}A such that x(H ′′) = 0 if H ′′ ∈ AX and
x(H ′′) = d(H ′′) otherwise.
If x ◦ (−c) is not a chamber in r, then there exists a hyperplane H ′′ ∈ A not
containing X such that r crosses H ′′ before H ′ but after H . Then r and r′ are
separated by H ′ ∩H ′′, an impossibility. Hence, x ◦ (−c) is a chamber. By Theorem
2.5, we conclude that x is a covector of A and r is incident to x.
For c, c′ ∈ T (A), the set of reduced galleries from c to c′ forms a graph G2(c, c
′)
where galleries r and r′ are adjacent if |L2(r, r
′)| = 1. The function L2(·, ·) : G2×G2 →
Z satisfies
(M1) L2(r, r
′) = L2(r
′, r),
(M2) r is adjacent to r′ implies |L2(r, r
′)| = 1, and
(M3) L2(r, r
′) = L2(r, r
′′) △ L2(r
′′, r′),
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Figure 2: (left) An arrangement of four planes in R3. (center) The poset of chambers. (right) The graph of
reduced galleries from c0 to −c0. The galleries BACD and CDBA are separated by four codimension 2 subspaces,
but the shortest path between them in the gallery graph has length six.
for reduced galleries r, r′, r′′. Here, X △ Y is the symmetric difference (X\Y )∪(Y \X)
for sets X, Y . A function satisfying (M1),(M2),(M3) on some graph G is called a set-
valued metric on G. The function S : T (A)× T (A)→ Z is also a set-valued metric.
The separation function S(·, ·) has the additional property that for c, c′ ∈ T (A)
there exists a geodesic from c to c′ in the chamber graph of length |S(c, c′)|. However,
this property does not hold for L2; see Figure 2. In general, the length of the shortest
geodesic between two galleries is bounded below by the size of their L2-separation set.
Still, an analogue of Proposition 2.2(2) holds for some gallery graphs, as described
in Proposition 4.2. A reduced gallery r0 from c to c
′ is L2-accessible if there exists a
geodesic between r0 and r of length |L2(r0, r)| for all r ∈ G2(c, c
′).
Proposition 4.2 ([21], Proposition 3.12) If G2(c,−c) contains an accessible gallery,
then the diameter of G2(c,−c) is equal to |L2(A)|.
A permutation pi : H1, H2, . . . of A is admissible if for each codimension 2 subspace
X , there exists a gallery of AX from (c0)X to −(c0)X crossing the hyperplanes in the
order defined by pi. If c0, c1, . . . is a gallery of A then H1, H2, . . . is an admissible
permutation of A where S(ci−1, ci) = {Hi}. The following proposition gives a partial
converse.
Proposition 4.3 Let A be an arrangement with fundamental chamber c0 such that
every biclosed set is the separation set of some chamber. If pi : H1, H2, . . . , HN is an
admissible permutation of A then there exists a gallery c0, c1, . . . , cN = −c0 such that
S(ci−1, ci) = {Hi} for all i.
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Proof: For 0 ≤ j ≤ N , let Ij = {H1, . . . , Hj}. Let X ∈ L2(A), and suppose
AX = {Hp1, . . . , Hpt}, p1 < · · · < pt.
Since pi is admissible, there exists a chamber c ofAX such that S((c0)X , c) = {Hpk | pk ≤
i} = Ij∩AX . Hence, Ij is biclosed, and there exists a chamber cj such that S(cj) = Ij .
The chain c0 < c1 < · · · < cN is a reduced gallery of A inducing pi.
For the generic arrangement of four planes in R3 shown in Figure 2, all 16 subsets of
hyperplanes are biclosed, but there are only 14 chambers. This example shows the ne-
cessity of the conditions in Proposition 4.3, as all 24 permutations of the hyperplanes
are admissible, but only 16 come from reduced galleries.
Admissible permutations are easier to flip than reduced galleries, as described in
the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4 Let H1, H2, . . . , HN be an admissible permutation of A. Suppose the set
of hyperplanes containing some codimension 2 subspace X is a contiguous subsequence
Hi, Hi+1, . . . , Hj. Then the permutation
H1, . . . , Hi−1, Hj, . . . , Hi, Hj+1, . . . , HN
obtained by flipping the subsequence Hi, . . . , Hj is an admissible permutation.
Proof: Let pi : H1, . . . , HN be the original permutation and let pi
′ be the flip.
If Y is some codimension 2 subspace not contained in at least two hyperplanes in
Hi, . . . , Hj, then the restrictions of pi and pi
′ to AX are the same. If Y does contain
at least two hyperplanes in the sequence, then it equals X . Since Hi, . . . , Hj is an
admissible permutation of AX , so is the reverse Hj, . . . , Hi.
Once again, the arrangement of Figure 2 gives an example of a gallery that cannot
be flipped as in Lemma 4.4. For instance, the gallery from c0 to −c0 crossing hyper-
planes B,D,C,A in that order is not incident to C ∩D, so it does not admit a flip to
B,C,D,A. However, the permutation B,C,D,A is an admissible permutation of A.
Theorem 1.3 now follows immediately from Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 4.4.
5 Simplicial Arrangements
An arrangement is simplicial if every chamber is a simplicial cone. An arrangement A
with fundamental chamber c0 is bineighborly if for c ∈ P(A, c0), H,H
′ ∈ W(c)∩S(c),
the chamber c is incident to H ∩ H ′. In separate work, we proved that (A, c0) is
bineighborly if and only if P(A, c0) is a semidistributive lattice [17].
Our proof of Theorem 5.1 is similar to Dyer’s proof in the root system case (see
[10, Theorem 1.5]).
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Theorem 5.1 If A is a bineighborly arrangement with respect to a fundamental
chamber c0, then S(x ∨ y) equals the 2-closure of S(x) ∪ S(y) for x, y ∈ P(A, c0).
Proof: By Lemma 3.4, it suffices to prove the following claim.
Claim: If a ∈ P(A, c0) and x, y ∈ [a,−c0], then S(a, x ∨ y) ⊆ S(a, x) ∪ S(a, y)
holds.
If a = −c0, then the claim is immediate.
Let a ∈ P(A, c0), a < −c0 and assume the claim holds if a is replaced by a
′ ∈
P(A, c0) with a < a
′. Let x, y ∈ [a,−c0]. We may assume x ∧ y = a as otherwise we
have
S(a, x∨y) = S(a, x∧y)∪S(x∧y) = S(a, x∧y)∪S(x ∧ y, x) ∪ S(x ∧ y, y) ⊆ S(a, x) ∪ S(a, y).
If x = a then the identity
S(a, x ∨ y) = S(a, y) = S(a, y) = S(a, x) ∪ S(a, y)
is clear.
Assume a < x and a < y hold. Let H ∈ U(a) ∩ S(a, x) and H ′ ∈ U(a) ∩ S(a, y).
Let c, d denote the chambers covering a with S(a, c) = {H} and S(a, d) = {H ′}.
Since (A, c0) is bineighborly, a is incident to H ∩H
′, so the join c ∨ d satisfies
S(a, c ∨ d) = AH∩H′ = S(a, c) ∪ S(a, d).
The equality
S(c ∨ d, x ∨ y) = S(c ∨ d, x ∨ d) ∪ S(c ∨ d, c ∨ y)
holds by the induction hypothesis. The rest of this string of equalities and inequalities
follows from properties of closure operators.
S(a, x) ∪ S(a, y) = S(a, c) ∪ S(c, x) ∪ S(a, d) ∪ S(d, y)
= S(a, c ∨ d) ∪ S(c, x) ∪ S(d, y)
= S(c, x) ∪ S(c, c ∨ d) ∪ S(d, y) ∪ S(d, c ∨ d)
= S(c, x ∨ d) ∪ S(d, c ∨ y)
⊇ S(a, c ∨ d) ∪ S(c ∨ d, x ∨ d) ∪ S(c ∨ d, c ∨ y)
= S(a, c ∨ d) ∪ S(c ∨ d, x ∨ y)
= S(a, x ∨ y)
Reading defined an arrangement to be bisimplicial if c|W(c)∩S(c) is a simplicial cone
for all c ∈ T (A) [20]. We prove in Proposition 5.2 bineighborly arrangements are
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bisimplicial. This result is somewhat surprising since there exist non-simplicial neigh-
borly polytopes. Not all bisimplicial arrangements define semidistributive lattices nor
have joins computed by a 2-closure; see Figure 2.
Proposition 5.2 Let A be an arrangement with fundamental chamber c0. If A is
bineighborly, then A is bisimplicial.
Proof: Let c be a chamber of A, and let A′ =W(c) ∩ S(c,−c0). By the proof of
Theorem 5.1, for I ⊆ A′, the set of hyperplanes separating c and∨
{c′ : (∃H ∈ I) S(c, c′) = {H}}
is equal to the 2-closure of I in A. Since every subset of A′ is 2-closed in A′, this
implies A′ has 2|A
′| distinct chambers, so c|A′ is simplicial.
For H ∈ A, let depth(H) be the minimum size of S(c) where H ∈ S(c), c ∈
P(A, c0).
Proposition 5.3 Let A be a simplicial arrangement with fundamental chamber c0,
and let I ⊆ A. If I is 2-closed and I ⊇ W(c0), then I = A.
Proof: If depth(H) = 1, then H ∈ I by assumption.
Let k > 1 and suppose H ∈ I if depth(H) < k. Let H ∈ A such that depth(H) =
k. Let c be a chamber such that |S(c)| = k and H ∈ S(c). By minimality of c, H is
the unique wall of c separating it from c0. Let d be the chamber with S(d, c) = {H},
and let H ′ be any hyperplane in W(d) ∩ S(d). Since d is simplicial, it is incident to
H ∩H ′.
Let x be the codimension 2 face supported by H ∩H ′ incident to d. Let H1, H2 be
the two walls of x◦c0 containing x. Let c1, c2 be the chambers with S(x◦c0, ci) = {Hi}
for i = 1, 2. Since |S(ci)| < k for i = 1, 2, the depths of H1 and H2 are both less than
k. Hence, H1, H2 ∈ I. Since I is 2-closed, this implies H ∈ I.
Theorem 5.4 Let A be a simplicial arrangement with fundamental chamber c0. A
subset I of A is biclosed if and only if I = S(c) for some chamber c.
Proof: Let I ⊆ A. If I = S(c) for some chamber c, then I is biclosed by
Proposition 3.2.
Assume I is biclosed. Choose a chamber c minimizing |I △ S(c)|. Let I ′ = I △
S(c). By Lemma 3.3 I ′ is biclosed with respect to c. The minimality of c implies
W(c) ⊆ A − I ′. Since A − I ′ is 2-closed with respect to c and it contains W(c),
Proposition 5.3 implies I ′ is empty.
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6 Supersolvable Arrangements
An intersection subspace X ∈ L(A) of an arrangement A is modular if X + Y is in
L(A) for all Y ∈ L(A). A rank r arrangement A is supersolvable if its intersection
lattice contains a maximal chain X0 < X1 < · · · < Xr where Xi ∈ Li(A) is modular.
If X ∈ Lr−1(A) for a rank r arrangement A, then X is called a modular line.
Most results about supersolvable arrangements are proved inductively by localiza-
tion at a modular line. This approach to supersolvable arrangements is suggested by
the following recursive characterization obtained by Bjo¨rner, Edelman, and Ziegler.
Theorem 6.1 (BEZ [3]) Every arrangement of rank at most 2 is supersolvable. An
arrangement A of rank r ≥ 3 is supersolvable if and only if it contains a modular line
l such that the localization Al is supersolvable.
An extension of an arrangement A is a hyperplane arrangement containing A.
Although supersolvable arrangements are far from generic, any arrangement can be
made supersolvable by adding enough hyperplanes.
Corollary 6.2 Any arrangement admits a supersolvable extension of the same rank.
Proof: Let A be an arbitrary arrangement of rank r ≥ 3, and let l ∈ Lr−1(A) be a
line. Decompose A into a disjoint union A = Al⊔(A\Al). Let A0 be the union of Al
with the set of hyperplanes of the form l+(H∩H ′) for some pair of hyperplanes H,H ′
in A \ Al. By the inductive hypothesis, A0 has a supersolvable extension A˜0 of rank
r − 1. Then the disjoint union A˜0 ⊔ (A \ Al) is a rank r supersolvable arrangement
by Theorem 6.1.
The following proposition due to Reiner and Roichman was essential to computing
the diameter of the graph of reduced galleries in a supersolvable arrangement.
Proposition 6.3 ([21], Proposition 4.6) Assume that l is a modular line of an
arrangement A with chamber c0 incident to l. Let pi : P(A, c0)→ P(Al, (c0)l) be the
localization map, and let U denote the fiber pi−1(pi(c0)).
1. The fiber U = {c0, c1, . . . , ct} is linearly ordered c0 < c1 < · · · < ct. This induces
a linear order H1, H2, . . . , Ht on A \ Al such that Hi is the unique hyperplane
in S(ci−1, ci).
2. Using the linear order on A \Al from part (1), if i < j < k and if the chamber
c0 incident to l is also incident to l +Hi ∩Hk then Hj ⊇ Hi ∩Hk.
Theorem 6.4 Let A be a supersolvable arrangement with fundamental chamber c0
incident to a modular flag.
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1. For I ⊆ A, there exists a chamber c ∈ T (A) with I = S(c0, c) if and only if I
is biclosed.
2. For c, d ∈ T (A), the separation set S(c ∨ d) is the 2-closure of S(c) ∪ S(d).
Proof: Let l ∈ L(A) be a modular line incident to c0 such that (c0)l is incident to
a modular flag of Al. Assume both parts of the theorem hold for the pair (Al, (c0)l).
(1) Let I ⊆ A. If I = S(c0, c) for some chamber c, then I is biclosed by Proposition
3.2.
Assume I is biclosed. The restriction I ∩ Al is (c0)l-biclosed, so there exists a
chamber c ∈ T (Al) such that S((c0)l, c) = I ∩ Al. Since c0 is incident to l, there
exists a chamber c ∈ T (A) such that S(c0, c) = I ∩ Al by Proposition 2.2(1). Let
c1, . . . , ct+1 ∈ T (A) such that c = c1, S(c1, ct+1) = A−Al, (ci)l = c and |S(ci, ci+1)| =
1 for all i. Let H1, . . . , Ht be the hyperplanes of A−Al where S(ci, ci+1) = {Hi} for
all i.
Assume Hi ∈ I for some i > 1, and let X = Hi−1 ∩Hi. Since l is modular, X + l
is a hyperplane of A containing l. If X + l ∈ S(c0, c) then Hi−1 is in the 2-closure of
{X+ l, Hi} ⊆ I. If X+ l /∈ S(c0, c) then Hi is in the 2-closure of {X+ l, Hi−1}. Since
I is biclosed, both cases imply Hi−1 ∈ I. Hence, I ∩ (A − Al) is an initial segment
of hyperplanes H1, . . . , Hk for some k, so I ∩ (A−Al) = S(c, ck+1) holds. Therefore,
we obtain
I = S(c0, c) ∪ S(c, ck+1) = S(c0, ck+1).
(2) Let c, d ∈ T (A). The equality
S((c ∨ d)l) = S(cl) ∪ S(dl)
holds by the assumption on (Al, (c0)l). Since c0 is incident to l, there exist chambers
b, c′, d′ ∈ T (A) incident to l such that bl = (c ∨ d)l, c
′
l = cl, d
′
l = dl by Proposition
2.2(1). The above equality then lifts to
S(b) = S(c′) ∪ S(d′).
Let c1, . . . , ct+1 ∈ T (A) such that c = c1, S(c1, ct+1) = A − Al, (ci)l = b and
|S(ci, ci+1)| = 1 for all i. Let H1, . . . , Ht be the hyperplanes of A − Al where
S(ci, ci+1) = {Hi} for all i.
The join c ∨ d is equal to ck+1 for some k. Since Hk is a wall of c ∨ d, either
Hk ∈ S(c) or Hk ∈ S(d). By symmetry, we may assume Hk ∈ S(c). Suppose there
exists Hi with i < k, and let X = Hi ∩Hk, H = X + l. If H ∈ S(b) then Hi is in the
2-closure of {H,Hk}, so it lies in S(c) ∪ S(d). If H /∈ S(b), then H /∈ S(c) and Hk is
in the 2-closure of {Hi, H}. Since S(c) is biclosed, this forces Hi ∈ S(c).
The following corollary follows immediately from Theorem 6.4 and Proposition 4.3.
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Corollary 6.5 Let A be a supersolvable arrangement with fundamental chamber c0.
For any admissible permutation H1, . . . , HN of A there exists a reduced gallery c0, . . . , cN
such that S(ci−1, ci) = {Hi}.
We now fill in the gap in the proof of [21, Theorem 1.1] by adapting that proof in
our language, and applying Corollary 6.5 with Lemma 4.4.
Theorem 6.6 ([21], Theorem 1.1) Let A be a rank n supersolvable arrangement
with fundamental chamber c0 incident to a modular flag. The graph of reduced gal-
leries from c0 to −c0 has diameter |L2(A)|.
Proof: Let X1 ) · · · ) Xn−1 be a modular flag such that c0 is incident to
Xi ∈ Li(A) for all i. Let x1, . . . , xn−1 be the unique covectors of A with c0 ≥ x1 ≥
· · · ≥ xn−1 and x
−1
i (0) = AXi for all i. We set l = Xn−1. Let r0 be a maximal chain
in P(A, c0) extending the chain x1 ◦ (−c0) < · · · < xn−1 ◦ (−c0). By Proposition 4.2,
it suffices to show that r0 is L2-accessible. We proceed by induction on n.
Let r be a reduced gallery from c0 to −c0 and assume L2(r0, r) ⊆ L2(Al). If
H ∈ Al, H
′ ∈ A − Al then (r0)H∩H′ = rH∩H′ and (r0)H∩H′ crosses H before H
′.
Hence, r must contain the chamber xn−1 ◦ (−c0). By Proposition 6.3(1), the interval
[xn−1 ◦ (−c0),−c0] of P(A, c0) is a chain, so the galleries r and r0 agree above xn−1.
Since [c0, xn−1 ◦ (−c0)] is isomorphic to P(Al, (c0)l), the distance between r0 and r in
the reduced gallery graph is equal to |L2(r0, r)| by the induction hypothesis.
Now assume L2(r0, r) * L2(Al). LetH1, . . . , HN be the total order onA induced by
r, and let k be the smallest index for which Hk ⊇ l but Hk−1 + l. Let X = Hk−1∩Hk.
Let c1 be the largest chamber in r incident to xn−1. By the assumption on k, (c1)l is
incident to Hk. Since c1 is incident to l, this implies c1 is incident to Hk. If i, j are
indices with i < j < k such that Hi ∩ Hk = X holds, then Hj ⊇ X by Proposition
6.3(2). By Corollary 6.5, the gallery r is incident to X , so there exists a gallery r′
adjacent to r such that |L2(r0, r
′)| = |L2(r0, r)| − 1. By induction, there exists a
gallery r′′ of distance |L2(r0, r)| − |L2((r0)l, rl)| from r such that L2(r0, r
′′) ⊆ L2(Al).
By the previous case, this implies the distance between r0 and r is equal to |L2(r0, r)|.
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